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Alienware monitor 34 curved
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typically cost more than flat monitors by a given screen size - curved models tend to be premium in other ways outside the panel itself, but curved ultra-wide monitors cost much, much more expensive. The Alienware 34 Curved Gaming Monitor (AW3420DW) sports a sturdy retail price of $1,519.99 that would seem high for any monitor until you look at comparable models that fly
past the $2,000 mark. That doesn't make alienware 34 a budget monitor, however. It's located at the top of Dell/Alienware's formidable gaming monitor lineup, and it offers excellent color performance and a fairly low input lag. It's a highly competitive slice of market displays, however - we've seen faster and we've certainly seen brighter, in elite models from Acer's Predator and
Asus' ROG lines. Sighting an alien ship There is nothing subtle about alienware 34, viewed from the front or back. The case is white with black inserts, causing the design of the latest aurora alienware desktopS and Sony PlayStation 5. (Alienware duplicates this Moonlight color scheme.) The curved 34-inch screen has only a thin black stripe running around the perimeter, and
hardly any rim saves for a narrow stripe on the bottom edge holding the Alienware logo. The back of the cabinet is almost entirely white, except for the black glare in the recessed area in the center, where the monitor attaches to the stand, and at the bottom of the screen where the ports can be found. On the left side of the back of the screen is a column, a four-sided joystick, and
four additional buttons to navigate the monitor menu. The power button is located at the bottom of the screen, near this corner. The screen itself has a 1900R curve, more pronounced than the much more common 1800R curvaceous rating of most curved ultra-wide monitors. This means that the picture revolves around you a little more when you're sitting right in front of it, if not for
a large sum. It's a handy degree curve that can cover your field of view without feeling overwhelming. Beneath the snap panel at the back, in recess, is an array of most alienware 34 ports. On the back of the monitor, to the left of the stand, you can find a 3D pc power cable connector, 3.5mm audio output, HDMI input and DisplayPort input. The USB connector for the computer and
two downstream USB ports (to use the monitor as a hub) sit to the right of the stand as well as the dons. In addition, outside the recess are two more USB ports and a 3.5mm headphone jack, at the bottom directly behind the Alienware logo. The monitor sits on a white and black stand with a wide, V-shaped foot. Fastening supports adjusting the vertical and horizontal tilt, as well as
moving the screen up and down. It doesn't rotate toward portraiture like Alienware 25 does. (It's too wide to do so, anyway.) If you're so gamer that you need RGB lighting around your monitor, alienware 34 you've covered. Its AlienFX lighting system has four different light zones, including a light bar on the bottom edge of the monitor, a long loop of light at the back of the stand and
an illuminated alien head logo in the upper right corner of the monitor's rear. Each zone is customizable through alienware command center software, and supports dynamic light effects with themes for 145 different games. Testing Alienware 34: Color is a surprise SilaEkran is a 3,440-by-1,440 pixel Fast IPS (FIPS) Nano Color panel with a peak refresh rate of 120Hz. This custom
resolution runs at an ultra-wide ratio of 21:9. Note that the panel does not support high dynamic range (HDR) signals. (Learn more about how we test monitors.) We test game monitors with Klein K-80 color code, Murideo SIX-G signal generator connected via HDMI, and Portrait Displays Calman software. From the box, the Alienware 34 didn't particularly impress us with its
lumination, but its color performance is excellent. In standard mode, the monitor shows a black level of 0.225cd/m2 and a peak brightness of 181cd/m2. This brightness can be massaged to 306cd/m2 by manually raising the monitor brightness to full, but it's still just below Dell's stated typical brightness of 350cd/m2. The effective contrast ratio of 800:1 is also lower than if close
enough to the declared contrast factor of 1,000:1. The smaller Alienware 25 monitor we tested alongside this model becomes much brighter than this larger, curved sample, hitting 245cd/m2 out of the box, with a maximum brightness of 436cd/m2. What Alienware 34 lacks in brightness, it makes up for color. From the box, the monitor easily covers 100% of the sRGB axis as
indicated in our color chart for this color space... It even makes a great go at the DCI-P3, covering 93% of the thm. It's not a monitor of a professional content creator, but for a gaming monitor, it's impressive in color. ViewSonic Elite XG270QG knocks it out in a color range though, covering the full gamut of DCI. For incoming lag Alienware 34 performs as a proper gaming monitor,
with great speed. Using the HDFury Diva HDMI matrix, we measured a 5 millisecond (ms) input lag with a 60Hz signal. Converted to the monitor's own 120Hz refresh rate, this is a 2.5ms input lag. It's good enough for a gaming monitor, if not a bowl-you-over spectacular against a slate of competitors that offer a sub-2ms input lag, including their little brother and sister, Alienware 25
(1ms at 240Hz, lowest we recorded far away). Eyes-On with Alienware 34: Games and Viewing The finale of the fantasy XV Windows Edition graphic test looks really good on Alienware 34, with natural, well-saturated colors. The picture may be a little brighter, but many details appear in both light colors and shadows, showing a strong contrast. The action is also beautiful and
smooth on the monitor, with no discernible motion artifacts. The 34 120Hz Alienware refresh rate does tend to be a very smooth action, but I noticed some soft chopping when I really pushed the G-Sync capabilities on the screen in Counter-Strike: Global Offensive. Hitting processed frame rates of about 300 frames per second (frames per second), the monitor showed some
vertical-sync problems when I turned my character around very quickly. Even limiting the game's frame rate at native 120Hz monitor refresh rate (easily achievable with our GeForce RTX 2060 card) has done little to reduce the gap. These were not excessive, screen distortion artifacts that made quick turns of disorientation, but the seams of drawing fields could be seen now and
then. I did not notice ghostly artifacts when testing the monitor. Alienware 34's extensive color coverage runs through non-game content, as does our 4K Costa Rica test video. The greens of leaves and flings, as well as red petals of flowers and birds, both look rich and bright, without eating overrated. The details are clear and the colours look natural across the board. This is a
great monitor for watching video, even without formal HDR signal processing. Verdict: Capable, but Spendy, CurveThe Alienware 34 is a great curved gaming monitor with a very strong color coating and strong contrast, but we expected more than its $1,500 price tag. This is not particularly bright, and its incoming lag may be lower. If you can really split up on a big screen gaming
display, consider the Asus ROG Swift PG35VQ or Acer Predator X35, both editors of the Choice Award selects ours that packs incredible brightness and contrast. If you want an ultra-wide panel in this size for much less money, and don't mind giving up the curve, MSI Optix MPG341CQR is also a fine buy. That's just over half the price of the Alienware 34, with a much lower
(1.4ms) measure of incoming lag and HDR compatibility. If you can find it on sale, Alienware's design elevates it over the Optix apartment, but otherwise its high retail price makes it prohibitively expensive by comparison. However, if you're looking for a large, gorgeous curved monitor that syncs with the design of your new Alienware desktop, this is the one to get. See this $829.99
at Dell MSRP $1,519.99 Pros Low Input Lag for IPS Panel Native Support Nvidia G-Sync Programmable RGB Lighting on Closet and Stand View More Cons Not Very Bright in Peak Light Settings Very Small Jerk for Fast Traffic View More Expendable Alienware 34 is a 34-inch, ultra-wide gaming monitor With a curved panel that serves a vivid picture and strong games games
Alienware 34 Curved Gaming Monitor (AW3420DW) Size Panel Specifications (Angle to Angle) 34 inch Native Resolution 3,440 by 1,440 Aspect Ratio 21:9 IPS Screen Technology Rated Screen 350 cd/m^2 Rated Contrast Ratio 1.00 0:1 Pixel Refresh Rate 120Hz Adaptive Sync Nvidia G Sync Video Inputs DisplayPort, HDMI USB Ports (excluding Upstream) 4 VESA DisplayHDR
Level NA Dimensions (HWD) 32 by 10.7 by 22.1 inch Weight 34.5 lb height adjustable stand? Yes, the rear booth? Yes, swing booth? Yes Landscape / Portrait Pivot No guarantee (parts / labor) 3 years Best monitor chooses further reading
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